Basing on the general photon eigenstate and anomaly cancellation, it is shown that the electric charge quantization in
Electric charge quantization in
Standard Model (SM) of strong and electroweak interaction well describing existing experimental data involves several unanswered questions. Within SM have not been solved such problems as existence of three families [1, 2] , mass hierarchy problem [1, 2] , electric charge quantization etc. Solution of mentioned theoretical problems can be achieved either by introduction of additional particles or by enlargement of symmetry group. For instance, the SU(5) grand unification model [3] can unify the interactions and predicts the electric charge quantization, while the models based on E 6 group can also unify the interactions and might explain the masses of the neutrinos [4] .
Interesting alternative to explain the origin of generations comes from the cancellation of chiral anomalies [5] . In particular, the models with gauge group
  [6] [7] [8] [9] , (called 3-3-1 models) arise as a possible solution to this puzzle, since some of such models require the three generations in order to cancel chiral anomalies completely [9] [10] [11] . An additional motivation to study this kind of models comes from the fact that in these models there are some progress in investigations of such problems as neutrino mass [12] , Р -parity violation in nuclear transitions [13] and etc. Electric charge quantization in two model based on the
  gauge group, namely in the minimal model and in the model with right-handed neutrino has been considered in [14] . Authors have shown, that electric charge quantization is not dependent on the classical constraints on generating mass to the fermions, is related closely with the generation number problem and is a direct consequence of the fermion content under the anomaly free conditions.
It should be noted that the electric charge quantization problem considered in [14] has been derived for the concrete values of parameters α and β. Besides in these type models based on
  group symmetry [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , the expressions for the masses of neutral gauge bosons and eigenstates of neutral fields have been obtained in particular case.
It has been shown [15, 16] that photon eigenstate depends from the hypercharges of Higgs fields (see, also [14] ), that leads to necessity of more detailed research of electric charge quantization in gauge theories. This work is devoted to investigation of electric charge quantization in
  model with exotic particles independent of parameters α and β.
II. Model structure
The electric charge is defined in general as a linear combination of the diagonal generators of
is the identity matrix. The value of the parameters α and β determines the fermion assignment and it is customary to use this number to classify the different models (see, for example [17] ).
The hypercharges of fermions (as well as the Higgs) fields causing interaction with Maxwell field, is defined as
(2) Note that as the aim of this paper is the study of electric charge quantization, the expressions of electric charge (1) and hypercharge (2) further are not used.
Let's consider the case when symmetry is broken by the Higgs fields
The part of interaction Lagrangian responsible for the Higgs fields looks like ).
The covariant derivative μ D is given by , [7] ). For lepton and quark fields we choose the flowing representations (we will consider one family of leptons and quarks without mixing): (1,3,y 
III. Masses of gauge bosons
The gauge bosons of this model form an octet aμ W and singlet μ B associated with L SU(3) and U(1) accordingly. It is easy to see that the massless gauge bosons associated with C SU(3) group decouple from the neutral bosons mass matrix and are not considered late. The masses matrix of gauge bosons arises from the kinetic part (4) of interaction lagrangian. The covariant derivatives for the triplet of Higgs fields look likes
were i  -Higgs fields (3), and matrix μ P has the form
In this case taking into account (3), (8) and (9) in (4) for the masses of gauge bosons we have
Note that as far as the masses (11) and interactions of gauge bosons (9) are not the subject of this paper we will not discuss them later. Discussion of these problems can be found in [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
The interactions lagrangian, containing the mass of the neutral gauge bosons in this case, looks like: 
here  ,
The eigenvalues of the mass matrix (13) are the roots of equation
In general case the eigenvalues of mass matrix corresponding to the masses of neutral gauge bosons can be real and differ from zero. In the case when the roots of equation (15) satisfy condition
In our case
  the easiest mass in (17) can be identified with photon mass (
Notice that this condition also follows from the electric charge conservation [14] . In this case for the masses of neutral bosons we have
The easiest of massive neutral vector bosons (19) , can be identified whit SM Z -boson
IV. Electric charge quantization
Transformation of neutral fields μ 8μ 3μ ,B ,W W to the physical photon field, can be written in the form
The eigenstate with zero eigenvalue follow from the equation In the considering model for the quantities i
where
From the expressions (20), (22) and (23) one can see that, the photon eigenstate is independent on VEVs structure. This is a natural consequence of the ) 1 ( U invariance [14] [15] [16] . However photon eigenstate depends from the Higgs fields hypercharges. Moreover, to be consistent with the QED based on the unbroken ) 1 ( U gauge group, the photon field has to keep the general properties of the electromagnetic interaction in the framework of the 3-3-1 model, such as the parity invariant nature [20] . These would help us to obtain some consequences related to quantities which are independent on VEVs structure.
At first let us consider interaction of leptons with the electromagnetic field. In the considered model it looks like , Taking into account the parity invariance of the electromagnetic interaction from (24), we have . 0 , 0 , 0
In the considered case when neutrino has not the right component, the requirement parity invariance of electromagnetic interaction and the condition of neutrino charge equality to zero are equivalent. Besides, from the condition of parity invariance of electromagnetic interaction we have the relations between hypercharges of Higgs and lepton fields . , ,
Consequently for the electric charges of leptons we have , 2 , , 0
In the considered model the Yukawa interactions which induce masses for the leptons can be written as
From (31) under the U (1) invariance we also have conditions (27) . As a result we can conclude that conditions following from the P-invariance of electromagnetic interaction are equivalent to the conditions following from the Yukawa interactions which induce masses for the leptons. The equations (27) are the fixing condition for the hypercharges of the leptons fields by the Higgs fields and further it will be shown that they are also the conditions of electric charge quantization of leptons.
Let's consider interaction of quarks with electromagnetic field. In the considered model it looks like , Similarly to the of leptons case taking into account P-invariance of electromagnetic interaction from (32) and (33) we have conditions
These conditions lead to the following relations between hypercharges of Higgs and quarks fields . , ,
The expressions (35) fix the left and right hypercharges difference of quarks fields are also the conditions of quarks electric charge quantization. Equations (35) also follow from the Yukawa interactions which induce masses for the quarks ,
.
Similarly to the leptons case we can conclude that conditions following from the P-invariance of electromagnetic interaction are equivalent to the conditions following from the Yukawa interactions which induce masses for the quarks. (See also [15, 16] ). Taking into account (35), (22) and (18) in (33) for the quarks electric charges we have
The obtained expressions (28) and (37) can be considered as the evidence of electric charge quantization of leptons and quarks. However these expressions do not define numerical values of electric charges of leptons and quarks (in terms of electron charge). For obtaining of the numerical values for the leptons and quarks electric charges, it is necessary to have the additional relations between fermions field hypercharges. Such of relations can be obtained from the conditions of cancellations of gauge [5, 21] and mixed gauge-gravitational anomalies [22] . In the considered model we have (27) and (35) it is obvious that to solve the equations following from the anomalies cancellations is impossible and consequently there are not electric charge quantizations, hence, these conditions are electric charge quantization ones. However these conditions depend from the hypercharges of Higgs fields, so these facts can be interpreted as a presence of influence of Higgs fields on the electric charge quantization.
It is necessary to note that unlike results of work [14] in which authors have shown that electric charge quantization dos not depend on the classical constraints on generating mass to the fermions in the considered case the conditions following from the Yukawa interactions are equivalent to the conditions following from the P -invariance of electromagnetic interaction. Equivalence of conditions following from the Р -invariance of electromagnetic interaction and from the classical constraints on generating mass to the fermions in the SM and
model has been shown in [15, 16] . This fact may be useful for the explanation of the Р -invariance of electromagnetic interaction.
VI. Charged and neutral currents
For the eigenstate with nonzero eigenvalue we have
Here (in the case of arbitrary Higgs field hypercharges)
can be found from the appropriate expressions i b by substitution
In the most general form the interaction lagrangian of fermions with gauge bosons has the following form: Note that the expression of magnitudes 
VII Conclusions
As a result we can conclude that photon eigenstate does not contain vacuum average of Higgs fields (see [14] [15] [16] ) but depends from the hypercharges of Higgs fields (formulae (20) and (21); (see [15] [16] ). The fixation of hypercharges of fermions fields by the Higgs fields and the dependence of the electric charges quantization conditions from the hypercharges of Higgs fields can be interpreted as influence of Higgs fields on the electric charge quantization. Unlike results of [14] it is shown that in the considered model the classical constraints following from the Yukawa interactions are equivalent to the conditions following from the P -invariance of electromagnetic interaction. This fact may be useful for the explanation of the Р -invariance of electromagnetic interaction.
